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27-year-old Kaila Methven runs two lingerie brands. Facebook/Kaila Methven

Entrepreneur Kaila Methven is marketing herself as a KFC heiress.

Methven's family owned Rainbow Chicken Unlimited, a South
African company that at one time supplied 90% of KFC's chicken.

Methven now runs two high-end lingerie brands:  Madame Methven
(http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001GsZtpa6mewtjuuc2_gkfBiOJ5RQl3xhk1XRwk0xRIcWCdhcen62EpFmHRzMbXLMUsWOp4hbkqUTcWGQ_r_W8kILZjq4sECsHkOgPjXSAYfwGvOdKeaZGtw3haznCGTk1qWrWUi98F0I_uFOf8geqNsGQeNVwpegpDds6VCkV6vI=&c=SPkm1-
e5nTa3Wp-dMmzF-vGPxQnDNaRub67X0FdkveTdZn7-
c7KoUQ==&ch=NM1Z_RDbr1_eh1q-
72mOtiXyO7VUNqcuuSK6_3c3o2NhWUq17Al8Yw==)  and LDKM.
(http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001GsZtpa6mewtjuuc2_gkfBiOJ5RQl3xhk1XRwk0xRIcWCdhcen62EpFmHRzMbXLMUUuwc-
b23qq84Wez2BuM0SoilFjSPh2WU8iegYa7cEF4yHXFnLgqbCERz_J7hbPgoH4f5R20lX8ZQeeLyzWOzrULLExo-
TiuFEwcC-Prz06Y=&c=SPkm1-e5nTa3Wp-dMmzF-
vGPxQnDNaRub67X0FdkveTdZn7-
c7KoUQ==&ch=NM1Z_RDbr1_eh1q-
72mOtiXyO7VUNqcuuSK6_3c3o2NhWUq17Al8Yw==)  

 

You could be forgiven for not knowing that KFC has an heiress, because it doesn't.
But lingerie designer Kaila Methven is the next best thing. 

Methven is the granddaughter of the founder of Rainbow Chicken Unlimited, a
South African company that at one time supplied 90% of KFC's chicken.
The Methvens were also once the third-richest family in South Africa, Maxim
reported (https://www.maxim.com/women/kfc-heiress-2017-9) .

Methven's grandfather, Stanley, was known as a food industry pioneer. He was
killed in a motorcycle accident in 1986.
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Meet Kaila Methven, the 27-year-old heiress to a KFC chicken fortune.

"[Stanley] Methven had a vision - that chicken would become a staple protein
source - combined with formidable energy," Financial Mail, a South African
business publication, wrote in 1995. 

The family sold the chicken business in 1991, the year Kaila Methven was born.
Despite being an heiress, Methven says she had a difficult childhood. Her mother
committed suicide when Methven was 14, after which she moved to France to live
with her estranged father.

Now, she has her own lingerie business and has become an Instagram star. Keep
scrolling to see her glamorous life:
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Her family founded a company that at one time supplied 90% of the chicken to KFC. They
became the third-richest family in South Africa.

Methven would not confirm to Business Insider what she inherited from her
family's success but says that she spent her early years in Beverly Hills
before moving in with her father in France.

But her wealth came with some challenges. "As an 'heiress' I feel like any other person, just
with more financial responsibilities and more stress. As with most people, the more money
you have, the more problems you attain," she told Business Insider.

She says she has found her own success by running two lingerie brands:
Madame Methven and LBKM.
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Madame Methven is a high-end lingerie label with bras that can cost
anywhere between $273 and $853. Bodysuits can cost up to $3,000. It also
has its own atelier that offers bespoke designs for customers.

One corset is being sold on the website for an eye-watering $7,000.
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The brand has been worn by the Kardashians and Demi Lovato.

Then there's LBKM, a more affordable brand, which Methven says is
designed to be her "every woman" line.

 Yaris 
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Methven has almost 500,000 followers on Instagram and uses social media
to flaunt her latest designs.

 

She also uses it to document her glamorous lifestyle.
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She would not confirm to Business Insider how successful the brand has
been, but said she is expecting to reach between $6 million and $10 million
in profit in the next five years.

 

"I see an exceptionally bright future for myself, my team, and my brand.
Madame Methven is here to take lingerie to the next level," she said.
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FAST FOOD'S BIGGEST CRISIS: Chipotle, McDonald's,
and Dunkin' Donuts can't find enough workers

KATE TAYLOR (/AUTHOR_ARTICLES_ALL.CMS?QUERY=%22KATE TAYLOR%22&AUTHOR=KATE
TAYLOR) FEB 7, 2018, 01.15 AM

A McDonald's employee passes an order to a driver at a
drive through restaurant in Los Angeles

Lucy Nicholson/Reuters

With

unemployment at a 17-year low, restaurants are struggling to hire
and retain workers.

One fast-food CEO says that labor shortages is the industry's biggest
challenge in 2018, an opinion backed by a new UBS report.
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An employee holds boxes of donuts ready for pick up at a
newly opened Dunkin' Donuts store in Santa Monica

Chains with lower employee satisfaction ratings are especially at
risk, including Wendy's, KFC, McDonald's, and Chipotle.

As unemployment drops, restaurant chains are facing a new crisis.

US unemployment has fallen to a 17-year low, reaching 4.1%.
(http://www.businessinsider.com/unemployment-rate-higher-than-it-seems-
when-adjusted-for-demographics-2018-1) However, the shrinking distance to full
employment means that many fast-food chains are struggling to hire and retain
workers - especially those who would rather be working elsewhere.
Dunkin' Donuts CEO Nigel Travis said that labor shortages and the battle to hire
and retain workers is the biggest problem facing the fast-food industry in 2018.

"One franchisee always quotes, 'I can only get 60% of the labor I need,'" Travis
told Business Insider.

Thomson Reuters

Rising minimum wages and a tight labor market mean that "labor is one of the
most significant headwinds" for the restaurant industry in 2018, according to a
report by UBS analyst Dennis Geiger released on Tuesday.

Lower unemployment can make retaining employees and hiring people who are
well-suited for the job more difficult. Boosting employee satisfaction rate "can lead
to higher retention, better customer service and contribution to" same-stores
sales, Geiger writes.

In tight labor market, brands with lower employee satisfaction rates are especially
at risk.
Employee satisfaction, as measured by UBS Evidence Lab's analysis of Glassdoor
data, found Wendy's, Sonic, and KFC had the lowest employee satisfaction ratings
in 2017. McDonald's and Dunkin' Brands were also poorly rated.

Year-over-year satisfaction dropped the most at Wendy's, Chipotle, Sonic, and
McDonald's in 2017.
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The most obvious solution to boosting satisfaction is to increase wages. Geiger
writes that the lowest-paying restaurant chains "may need to implement larger
increases to recruit and retain employees," as they are less competitive than others
in the industry.

Joe Raedle/Getty Images (http://www.gettyimages.com)

Wages are already increasing across the industry, with average pay increasing
1.5% across the industry according to UBS's analysis of Glassdoor data.

Eighteen states raised minimum wage in 2018. Further, Geiger notes, retailers
such as Target and Walmart's (http://www.businessinsider.com/unemployment-
rate-higher-than-it-seems-when-adjusted-for-demographics-2018-1) decisions to
raise minimum wage for all workers puts increased pressure on the restaurant
industry if they want to win over workers in a tight labor market.

Pay isn't everything. Overall employee satisfaction at Chipotle, for example,
dropped 3% despite the chain increasing wages at a higher rate than most the
chains surveyed by UBS.

However, overall pay is a relatively strong indicator of employee satisfaction.
Starbucks, the chain with the highest average pay, has an employee satisfaction
ranking of nearly 30% above its competitors. The chain has made significant
investments in worker pay and benefits - something that other restaurant chains
will need to consider if they want to survive the building restaurant labor crisis.
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Diet Coke is releasing four new flavors - here's what
our resident Diet Coke fans have to say

ALEXANDRA APPOLONIA (/AUTHOR_ARTICLES_ALL.CMS?QUERY=%22ALEXANDRA
APPOLONIA%22&AUTHOR=ALEXANDRA APPOLONIA) FEB 7, 2018, 12.28 AM

McCall: I was right. That's gross.

This isn't the Diet Coke (http://www.businessinsider.com/review-diet-coke-new-
flavors-2018-1) you are used to.

Coca-Cola has released four new flavors of the iconic soft drink.

Ginger Lime. Feisty Cherry. Zesty Blood Orange. Twisted Mango.
The new flavors are part of a big rebranding for Diet Coke. The new flavors, along
with the original flavor, will come in redesigned packaging.

We tried the new flavors.

Ginger Lime

Reuben: I don't have high expectations for Diet Coke Ginger Lime.

It's not terr-. No it is terrible. The aftertaste - it just tastes fake.

Sam: I think it's a little bit sweeter than regular Diet Coke. Diet Coke kind of has
that like bite to it whereas this feels a little bit smoother.
Kate: The ginger isn't super strong but it's kind of there and it's good.

Mccall: Oh that's not bad actually. You don't taste the ginger it's just lime.

Zesty Blood Orange

Reuben: It tastes like if you had a little orange soda left in your cup and then you
put diet coke into it - that's what it tastes like and it doesn't taste good.

Emma: I don't taste any diet in that. Like that tastes like a full-flavored soda.

McCall: This is straight up orange soda.
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Kate: It also just tastes like normal orange soda. Not like Zesty Blood Orange
Soda. I don't know I would not drink this.

Feisty Cherry
Mark: Feisty. Feisty Cherry.

Reuben: It doesn't taste terrible but it tastes like a bad version of cherry coke.
Like if you wanted real cherry coke it would be better but this is passable.

Celia: It doesn't have too much of a difference between other sodas that kind of
are cherry-ey tasting.

McCall: But I actually really like this. I would drink this. It's pretty good.

Twisted Mango

Kate: It almost like smells like medicine and you smell it before you even taste it.

Sam: I would say this has the most intense flavor of all of them.

Emma: I think it is kind of chemically tasting.

Reuben: It doesn't taste like mango. It sort of tastes just like flat Diet Coke with
some weird flavor in it that does not represent mango at all.
Kate: It smells kind of gross and fake.

Some final thoughts...

Kate: I liked the cherry one. I thought the cherry one was really really good I
thought it was kind of classic but still interesting.

McCall: If I had to choose definitely the lime.

Reuben: So far this is my favorite flavor but the bar is pretty low when it comes
to these flavored Diet Cokes.

Celia: I think I liked the Twisted Mango the best out of the four. Even though I
liked all the four, this is the one I would be most likely to go to the store and buy.

Reuben: The flavors just don't get me going. And the tall cans are just weird. It
like reminds you of like an energy drink but it's not. It's just weird.
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Kohl's is cashing in as the retail apocalypse
decimates its competitors

MARY HANBURY (/AUTHOR_ARTICLES_ALL.CMS?QUERY=%22MARY HANBURY%22&AUTHOR=MARY
HANBURY) FEB 6, 2018, 09.34 PM

Kohl's is cashing in on the retail apocalypse.

Facebook/Kohl's (https://www.facebook.com/kohls/photos/a.87042276247.83170.17648521247/10155474717741248/?
type=3&theater)

Bon-Ton Stores filed for bankruptcy
Sunday (http://www.businessinsider.com/bon-ton-stores-files-for-
bankruptcy-2018-2) after announcing dozens of store closures.

Analysts say this could create an opportunity for Kohl's
(http://markets.businessinsider.com/stock/KSS-Quote) to cash in
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on lost foot traffic, as it has many stores located nearby.

Kohl's is benefiting from its competitors' store closures and has
reported stronger-than-expected sales numbers.

100-year-old department-store chain Bon-Ton Stores filed for bankruptcy
(http://www.businessinsider.com/bon-ton-stores-files-for-bankruptcy-2018-2)
Sunday after announcing dozens of store closures earlier that week.

Bon-Ton Stores has 260 stores in the US, most of which are located in the
Northeast and Midwest (http://www.businessinsider.com/bon-ton-stores-files-
for-bankruptcy-2018-2) .
Analysts believe that these store closures could present an opportunity for Kohl's,
given the proximity of its stores. Of the 47 Bon-Ton stores that have been slated to
close between January and April 2018, 33 are within a five-mile drive of a Kohl's
location, Jefferies analyst Randal Konik wrote in a note to investors on Monday.

Konik is advising investors to buy Kohl's stock.

"We believe the materialization of Bon-Ton's closures could be a cherry on top to
accelerating fundamentals at Kohl's this year," he wrote.

While department-store chains across the country have announced store closures
and reported weak sales, Kohl's has become somewhat of an industry anomaly.

During the holiday period, it trumped competitors Macy's and JCPenney
(http://www.businessinsider.com/kohls-is-defying-the-retail-meltdown-2018-1)
with an impressive 6.9% surge in same-store sales during November and
December. These stores reported a growth of 1% and 3.4%, respectively, in the
same period.

This is partly because Kohl's has been able to capitalize on the store closures of its
competitors.
"We estimate that for every Macy's store closed, 40% of the volume is transferred
to Kohl's," Konik wrote.

Konik predicts that there could be a similar level of transfer from Bon-Ton Stores,
given the product and demographic overlap.

Kohl's has been able to buck the trend of closing stores as the majority of its stores
(9 out of 10) are located outside of enclosed shopping malls, which have been
plagued by falling foot traffic.

"We believe Kohl's is a beneficiary of its off-mall physical store footprint, which is
more convenient for customers to visit," Oliver Chen, an analyst at Cowen and Co.,
wrote in a note to investors in January (http://www.businessinsider.com/kohls-
is-defying-the-retail-meltdown-2018-1) .

Kohl's has also invested money into making its stores more relevant and appealing
to shoppers.

Its new "smart basket" program, for example, gives customers discounts for
picking up items in stores instead of shipping them to their homes. It has also
partnered up with Amazon to sell its devices in stores and offer free returns for
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Amazon products (http://www.businessinsider.com/how-to-return-amazon-
orders-at-kohls-2017-11) at several locations.

Plus, it's reduced the size of stores to 35,000 square feet (about one-sixth the size
of a Macy's store) to make them more efficient.
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Wendy's brutal ad campaign slamming McDonald's
could completely backfire

KATE TAYLOR (/AUTHOR_ARTICLES_ALL.CMS?QUERY=%22KATE TAYLOR%22&AUTHOR=KATE
TAYLOR) FEB 6, 2018, 09.21 PM

Wendy's burger Hollis Johnson

Wendy's launched a brutal ad campaign that slams McDonald's
(http://markets.businessinsider.com/stock/mcd-Quote) for using
frozen beef in burgers.

However, McDonald's plans to roll out fresh, never frozen beef for
certain burgers at nearly all US restaurants by mid-2018.

By focusing on frozen beef as its advantage over McDonald's,
Wendy's could be shooting itself in the foot.

Wendy's brutal anti-McDonald's ad campaign could backfire for the fast-food
chain.

The chain kicked off its new campaign with a Super Bowl ad, criticizing the
"Frozen Arches" for not using fresh beef in its burgers.
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"The iceberg that sank the Titanic was frozen, too," the ad stated.

The commercial is part of a larger national TV ad campaign
(http://www.businessinsider.com/wendys-super-bowl-commercial-mcdonalds-
beef-2018-2) the calls out McDonald's for using frozen beef patties in its
hamburgers. Wendy's has also repeatedly taken shots
(https://twitter.com/Wendys/status/960311875727708163) at McDonald's frozen
beef on Twitter.

Twitter Wendys (https://twitter.com/Wendys/status/960896869210775552)

"It comes down to the reality that we offer a better food experience," Kurt Kane,
Wendy's chief concept and marketing officer, told Business Insider.
(http://www.businessinsider.com/wendys-super-bowl-commercial-mcdonalds-
beef-2018-2) "We wanted to really highlight the difference in quality."

However, Wendy's emphasis on frozen beef as its primary advantage over
McDonald's may be misguided, as McDonald's is currently rolling out its own
fresh, never frozen beef patties across the US.

McDonald's plans to complete its rollout of fresh beef quarter pound burgers in
"essentially all" US locations by mid-2018, Nomura analyst Mark Kalinowski
wrote in a note in January.
"We believe this - coupled with marketing touting Quarter Pounders and the other
burgers (e.g. Signature Crafted burgers) that use quarter-pound beef patties as
'Cooked right when you order. Hotter. Juicier.' - will help McDonald's same-store
sales during 2018, particularly in the second half," Kalinowski wrote.
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McDonald's burger Hollis Johnson

In other words, while McDonald's isn't currently planning to switch to fresh beef
for all of its burgers, customers who want fresh beef will soon be able to order
burgers made with never-frozen patties at McDonald's across the US.

As a result, fresh beef burgers will soon no longer be a distinguishing factor for
Wendy's, especially in comparison to McDonald's.

"All I can say, if Wendy's knew how well the fresh quarter pounder beef was doing
at $MCD (and taking business away from competitors) they would steer clear of
any reference of it," the Twitter account McD Truth tweeted over the weekend.
(https://twitter.com/McD_Truth/status/960227605977976832)

"It's more publicity for us," said the account, reportedly run by an anonymous
McDonald's insider. "Thank you."
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The Under Armour Hovr Phantom. Under Armour

Under Armour (http://markets.businessinsider.com/stock/UAA-
Quote) has released a new shoe platform known as Hovr, and two
new shoes are built on it.

The release was splashy, consisting of events around the globe and
deliveries in Rolls-Royce Phantoms.

It could be a catalyst to "reignite" the brand's footwear business.

Under Armour is pinning its footwear hopes on a brand-new shoe.

A new, proprietary foam sole platform known as Hovr
(https://www.underarmour.com/en-us/ua-hovr) is behind it. The company says
the new foam has an "energy web" that provides both a "zero-gravity feel" (hence
the name) and energy return for runners.

The shoe comes in two models: one focused on comfort and lifestyle, called the
Phantom, and one focused on speed and distance, called the Sonic. The Sonic is
$100, while the Phantom is $130. Connected models that sync with Under
Armour's MapMyRun app are available for an extra $10.
The global release of the Hovr shoes was somewhat flashy compared to Under
Armour's previous events. It was released globally on February 1 - the first time it
launched a product around the world at the same time. The campaign for the shoe
was was the biggest and most expensive marketing campaign for a product the
brand has ever done, Adrienne Lofton, Under Armour's senior vice president of
global brand management, told Fast Company
(https://www.fastcompany.com/40524687/new-hovr-shoe-is-under-armours-
biggest-ever-product-marketing-campaign) .

Under Armour even delivered the shoe to some influencers in flashy white Rolls-
Royce Phantoms. This Toxic Vegetable Is The No. 1

Danger In Your Diet
Ad: Gundry MD
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The Phantom (left) and Sonic (right). Under Armour

The shoes are already getting buzz, and some models have sold out on Under
Armour's website.

"We checked out the new HOVR running line from Under Armour, and believe
initial reads are strong," Jefferies analyst Randy Konik said in a note to investors
on Sunday (https://www.thestreet.com/story/14474024/1/under-armour-new-
running-sneaker.html) . "We see this innovative platform as a potential catalyst to
reignite growth in the footwear category."

Nomura analyst Simeon Siegel agreed, noting that their "checks suggest strong
initial reads."
Under Armour has already indicated that the Hovr platform will not stay in the
Phantom and Sonic, and will expand to other shoes in future seasons. The
company has previously stated that it sees an opportunity in running shoes.

Under Armour may be trying to capture the success Adidas has seen with its
popular Boost sole. Even Nike has recently attempted to copy Adidas with a foam
sole of its own, called Nike React.

All three of these shoes fall into the "lifestyle running" shoe category, a dominant
force in sneakers and footwear right now. Under Armour's previous shoe offerings
focused on basketball, which is currently not moving the numbers it once did.
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Jessica Tyler/Business Insider

Trader Joe's can be a stressful place to shop because of its extreme
crowds and long lines.

Even though it sells expensive organic products, it also sells a lot of
affordable produce and private-label non-perishables.

We compiled a list of some of the best tricks to save your time and
money when you go to Trader Joe's.

Trader Joe's is an incredibly popular place to shop for groceries, in large part due
to its affordability and great selection. A big part of the reason it can keep prices so
low (http://www.businessinsider.com/here-is-why-trader-joes-is-so-cheap-2017-
5) is that it primarily sells private-label products
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Know when to go.

Going to Trader Joe's at the right time can make all the difference. Anyone who shops there
regularly knows how much of a headache it is when the line wraps around the entire store,
so it's best to figure out when your local Trader Joe's is busy
(https://www.thedailymeal.com/5-worst-times-go-most-crowded-trader-joe-s-nyc) and
avoid those times.

(http://www.businessinsider.com/trader-joes-customers-best-products-2018-1) .
However, anyone who shops there knows how stressful it can be - it's not
uncommon for check-out lines to snake halfway around the stores.

Before you make your next big shopping trip to Trader Joe's, these are some time-
and money-saving tricks you should know:
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Check the Fearless Flyer before you go.

The Fearless Flyer (https://www.traderjoes.com/fearless-flyer) can help you plan your trip
so that you know what you need before you get to the store. It lists recipes and featured
products to look for when you go to shop.

Find recipes on the Trader Joe's website.

There are tons of recipes listed (https://www.traderjoes.com/recipes) for every meal, and
planning in advance can help you save time and money when you go to the store.

Learn important nutritional information online.
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Trader Joe's is very up-front about what goes into its products
(https://www.traderjoes.com/faqs/product-information), listing a lot of helpful
information about GMOs, organic food, and allergens on its website. You can also find lists
of vegan (https://www.traderjoes.com/dietary-lists/vegan), kosher
(https://www.traderjoes.com/dietary-lists/kosher), and gluten-free
(https://www.traderjoes.com/dietary-lists/gluten-free) options to take away the hassle of
reading lengthy ingredient lists.

Bring your own bag.

If you bring your own bag and spend $25 or more on groceries, you'll be entered into a
raffle to win a $25 Trader Joe's gift card. Other stores offer discounts with reusable bags,
but policies vary by location. If you forget a bag, you can buy one by the register.

Enter contests to save money.

https://www.traderjoes.com/faqs/product-information
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Trader Joe's website often lists contests
(https://www.traderjoes.com/digin/Post/Post/50th-anniversary-time-capsule-contest) like
the Customer Choice Award, Strut Your Stuffed Recipe Contest, and October Recipe
Contest. Enter to win prizes like Trader Joe's gift cards, and you can save money.

Look for manufacturers' coupons.

Trader Joe's doesn't offer sales, promotions, or coupons, but it does accept manufacturers'
coupons for non-private-label products, which can sometimes be found online.

You don't always have to buy organic.

https://www.traderjoes.com/digin/Post/Post/50th-anniversary-time-capsule-contest
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Even though a lot of Trader Joe's produce is organic, you don't have to buy the organic
option. Cook Smarts has a helpful list (http://www.cooksmarts.com/articles/shopping-for-
savings/) of which fruits and vegetables you should buy organic, and which you can save
some money on.

Don't make it your go-to for all produce.

Produce can get expensive at Trader Joe's. $6.99 for raspberries is steep compared to other
stores (https://www.samsclub.com/sams/organic-raspberries-12-oz/102466.ip?
sprodId=102466&selectedTab=allProducts&_requestid=556347), where they're almost $2
less for the same product. But, some items, like bananas, are cheaper at Trader Joe's.

Stock up on frozen foods.

http://www.cooksmarts.com/articles/shopping-for-savings/
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Trader Joe's has a huge selection of frozen foods, and the prices are reasonable because
most of the frozen items are private-label. The stores have just about everything you can
imagine, including appetizers, main courses, desserts, and everything in between.

If you're buying cheese, opt for the specialty cheeses.

Most conventional cheeses are more expensive at Trader Joe's, but its artisan cheeses are
cheaper (https://www.kiplinger.com/slideshow/spending/T050-S001-worst-things-to-
buy-at-trader-joe-s/index.html) than competitors'.

Make one big trip to get snacks and non-perishables.

https://www.kiplinger.com/slideshow/spending/T050-S001-worst-things-to-buy-at-trader-joe-s/index.html
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Trader Joe's has a huge variety of snacks for affordable prices, but products are often
discontinued. To avoid missing out on things, buy your snacks and non-perishables in one
trip. This also saves time because you won't have to make multiple trips.

Buy products from the private-label Trader Joe's brand.

The Trader Joe's private-label brand is less expensive
(http://www.businessinsider.com/here-is-why-trader-joes-is-so-cheap-2017-5) than
everything else in the store, and many of the products are actually name-brand products
repackaged (https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/12/who-makes-trader-joes-
food_n_2664899.html) for its private label.

Taste everything.

http://www.businessinsider.com/here-is-why-trader-joes-is-so-cheap-2017-5
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In addition to the tasting station in the back of the store, you can ask crew members to taste
anything in the store, within reason — even packaged foods. The only exception to this is
alcoholic beverages — anything else is fair game.

Know the return policy.

Trader Joe's has a generous return policy. You can return anything, even if it's opened, for a
full refund — no questions asked.

Make use of its kid-friendly policies.
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A Trader Joe's crew member confirmed
(https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/5mnenp/iama_a_crew_member_at_trader_joes_for_the_past_10/)
on Reddit that every Trader Joe's store has a stuffed animal hidden somewhere in the store
to keep kids entertained while their parents focus on shopping.
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